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                    ChaosHunter® is a stand-alone software tool designed to produce readable formulas to model
                        your numeric data.


                    	Producing buy/sell signals for financial markets
	Predicting the future value of time series, including market prices
	Modeling scientific data
	Modeling business financial or sales data
	Predicting the outcome of sports matches
	etc...
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                    // News and Updates


                    

                        

                            	
                                    ChaosHunter Reviewed in 9/12 issue of Technical Analysis of
                                        Stocks and Commodities 
	ChaosHunter
                                    Trader Now Available
	Formula
                                    Converter for TradeStation
	Market Neutral Pairs Spread Trading with
                                    ChaosHunter



                        


                        

                            	Turn your network into a super-computer with
                                    ChaosHunter 3.0!
	Using ChaosHunter's Evolution Technology to Construct Neural
                                    Network Models
	Learn More - a simple overview of ChaosHunter®
                                
	Evaluate - why we believe ChaosHunter® builds
                                    trading models like no other software
                                



                        



                    

                

            


            

                

                    // Testimonials



                    	
                            
                                
                                    Sebastian Fainbraun
                                    "I just played with the samples - what an amazing piece of software!!! Love the fact
                                    that I have an equation I can work with. I love Classifier and Predictor but can see
                                    how you can use this software to create a classification formula in Neuroshell
                                    Trader and save a lot of time. Can't wait to start playing with my own data. Is the
                                    final release pretty much like this beta? I'm pretty used to the AI Trilogy
                                    interface and this software feels the same and while I would love to be critical,
                                    you guys have done a great job, especially with the samples and documentation."
                                

                            

                        
	
                            
                                
                                    Dr. Sharon Schaffer
                                    "I like the fact that ChaosHunter can generate explicit formulas that I can look at.
                                    The visualized formulas will give me different insights that I can use to develop
                                    other trading ideas, especially which data is actually important. Because
                                    ChaosHunter generates a rules based system, it can feed into NeuroShell, or
                                    potentially, other trading programs."
                                

                            

                        
	
                            
                                
                                    Leonid Velichkovski
                                    "ChaosHunter is a very interesting and intriguing program. While using it on
                                    financial markets, I've discovered a lot of new and interesting things. It allows
                                    one to peek inside the formula and analyze its internals. ChaosHunter opens up
                                    completely new aspects of the markets which I have never thought about using before.
                                    Most interesting is that ChaosHunter creates formulas with no neurons, (i.e.,
                                    regular math formulas), that in combination with NeuroShell's neural nets give very
                                    good results. Formulas found by ChaosHunter turned out to be a real discovery on one
                                    hand and an unexpected simple solution on the other. Thank you for your good work!"
                                

                            

                        



                



            



        



    









    

        

            

                

                    // Important Information and Disclaimers


                    
                        Financial trading comes with substantial risk of loss, including possible loss of principal and
                        other losses, even when using computerized trading methods, formulas, and systems. Success of a
                        formula or trading method in the past does not guarantee or even imply success in the future.
                        The use of any trading system or strategy does not and cannot guarantee that you will make
                        profits, increase profits or minimize losses. Additionally, trading results based upon
                        hypothetical or historically-tested trading systems do not necessarily compare to results of
                        actual trading. No hypothetical or historical trading record can completely account for the
                        level of risk present in actual trading. There is no guarantee that your hypothetical trading
                        results, even if tested against historical data, will produce comparable actual trading results.
                        In fact, there are frequently sharp differences between hypothetical or historically-tested
                        performance results and the actual results subsequently achieved by any particular trading
                        system or strategy. You agree that you understand the risks.
                    


                    Click here to read the entire ChaosHunter License
                        Agreement 
                    Click here to read the entire ChaosHunter Trader License Agreement

                    



                    
                        NeuroShell® Trader is a registered trademark of Ward Systems Group®, Inc 
                        TradeStation® is a registered trademark of TradeStation® Securities 
                        NinjaTrader® is a registered trademark of NinjaTrader® LLC. 
                        eSignal® is a registered trademark of Interactive Data Desktop Solutions. 
                        Wealth-Lab Pro® is a registered trademark of WL Systems, Inc. 
                        Microsoft® Excel is a registered trademark of Microsoft.
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